Fall 2023
- We had two meetings
- An introduction meeting as well as a discussion on the new SAC spaces. Ric McLendon gave us a presentation of the new SAC spaces and how they were going to be part of a new space for activities in the October meeting. Rick Gatteau gave a tour of these spaces in the November meeting.

Spring 2024
- We had three meetings.
- A CAPS Presentation to the students
- A Library Services presentation
- An interactive conversation that we facilitated with Rick Gatteau and Dean Rick on the concerns the students had about services on campus available to students. Specifically a continued discussion on student life in the HSC

Going Forward objectives:
1. Invite other senators to the meetings
2. Discuss how we can engage both students and faculty to be more involved. What are the roadblocks?

One Roadblock we discovered with the students was that if they weren’t invited or physically going with a friend they were reluctant to participate.